
Our company is growing rapidly and is looking to fill the role of rights analyst. To
join our growing team, please review the list of responsibilities and qualifications.

Responsibilities for rights analyst

Meet with managers and employees and their union or legal representatives,
in order to resolve the complaints
Respond to requests for information from DHR-EEO, the State DFEH, and the
Federal EEOC
Represent HSA in other forums of inquiry, including the Civil Service
Commission, grievance hearings and mediation
Consult with and advises agency management, and consults with City
Attorney and union representatives, on all civil rights activity
Supervise subordinate employees in performing professional human
resources work in the areas of employee relations, including leave
management
Performs highly specialized human resources work, serving as a resource to
assist coworkers
Supervise and participate in the collection, compilation, analysis and
evaluation of data
Appear before bodies and committees to explain and interpret matters
involving recruitment, examinations, classification and compensation or
human resources operations as they relate to civil rights laws
Meet with employees, department heads, labor representatives, and
personnel of other jurisdictions regarding the interpretation and application
of civil rights laws and regulations concerning recruitment, examinations,
classification and compensation, employee relations, and human resources
operations
You will work with a variety of people from different programs and positions
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Qualifications for rights analyst

Through education, internships or work, prefer modeling and control testing
experience
Through education, internships or work, must have an understanding of off-
balance sheet hedging, mortgage related assets and their impact on the
market
Project oriented with the ability and desire to analyze complex processes and
data, identify and bring forward challenges and potential solutions, create
tracking, maintain reports, and communicate findings
Compile and analyze large volumes of data to provide reporting and trending
of key performance indicators to senior management on a daily basis in a
timely manner
Identify process improvements within analytics, challenging existing
processes where needed, and develop and implement a best practice MSR
valuation
Maintain, validate and document the assumptions and models used in the
MSR Valuation module per Citizen’s Model Validation Policies and Model Risk
Management oversight


